Abstract. In this paper, a method to analyze and optimize the cost of on-orbit refueling mission is proposed and developed. On-orbit refueling optimization framework which aims to minimize service cost of spacecraft is established. In order to analyze the best on-orbit refueling strategy, cost models of both disposable and reusable spacecraft that could offer propellant-loading operation are built up and cost elements are classified on basis of spacecraft cost model. Numerical results show that the reusable spacecraft has more advantages than the conventional disposable spacecraft. According to optimization, the refueling period of reusable spacecraft is shorter than the disposable one and the total cost is lower. Also, the cost of reusable spacecraft, closely related to the development of technology, plays the most important role in the overall cost of on-orbit refueling mission.
Introduction
The cost problem in space engineering field has been researched for a long time in previous literatures. A fractionated spacecraft system based on lifecycle simulation under uncertainty is established and assessed in reference [1] . A concurrent optimization formulation of space station system is proposed and the cost is analyzed in reference [2, 3, 4] . Cost of small satellite constellation for earth observation is analyzed in reference [5] . Although existing researches mostly concentrate on the theory and are lack of sufficient engineering practice, they also provide profound theoretical basis for cost analysis in many application areas.
In this paper, the cost of on-orbit refueling mission is optimized and analyzed. It is true that China will launch a Space Station into space at 2020 at the same time an Optical Module would also be send into space. The life span of Optical Module is 10 years during which orbital service vehicle need to add fuel to OM. In this context, the aim of this paper is to find out the best refueling strategy by optimization which can be applied to the on-orbit service mission in reality. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mainly introduces cost model of on-orbit service mission. Section 3 presents the optimization process including design variables, objective function and constraints. Numerical examples and conclusions are presented in Section 4 and 5.
Cost Model of on-orbit Refueling
On-orbit refueling mission is accomplished by two methods: disposable spacecraft departs from ground every time, reusable spacecraft departs from space station and return to it except launching from ground at the first time. Cost estimating relationships (CERs) in this paper are from USCM8 cost model.
Disposable Spacecraft Model
Cost of refueling by disposable spacecraft includes launch cost, propellant cost, manufacturing cost and observation cost. Launch cost is mainly about the cost of rocket launched and the charge of transfer cargo (propellant) into space. Manufacturing cost means the expenditure on design, test and manufacture of a disposable spacecraft.
Launch cost contains the cost of launch vehicle and the operating cost. Generally speaking, operating cost is proportional to the total mass of disposable spacecraft. The cost of launch is given by 3 ocket 
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is the current weight of spacecraft, V ∆ is the velocity increment of the spacecraft. Cost of typical launch vehicles is shown in Table 1 . 
According to the principle of learning curve, the non-recurring cost will decrease after the first unit so the manufacturing cost of nth spacecraft is
Where S is the average cost attenuation under the cumulative effect which is usually set as 85% [7] . Observation cost means the expenditure of spacecraft measurement and control by ground observing station and its model is calculated by 0.907 (0.421 (1000 ) 2.244 5850) 0.001
Where the constant "5850" means the recurring part of ground observation station. If the observation is not at the first time, the cost can be calculated by 0.907 (0.421 (1000 ) 2.244) 0.001
Reusable Spacecraft Model
The total cost of reusable spacecraft is made up of six parts which are launch cost, fuel cost, manufacture cost, observation cost, operation cost and launch cost from space station. The operation cost and launch cost from space station are called coordination cost.
For the manufacture part, the difference between disposable and reusable spacecraft is that the manufacture cost of reusable spacecraft is proportional to the manufacture cost of disposable spacecraft. The manufacture proportionality coefficient is k and the cost is
Generally, manufacture cost is relevant to the life span of a spacecraft which means that a spacecraft has a longer life span cost more than those have a relatively shorter life span. It is redundancy that guarantees spacecraft with long life span to operate normally in the long term. So, k>1.
For the launch part, only the first launching from the ground need to be considered whose computational formula is similar to disposable spacecraft's. The launch cost from space station is considered to be proportional to launch cost from ground and b is the proportionality coefficient.
Where, b<1. For the operating part, it includes expenditure of staff and hardware equipment and so on [6] 
For the observation part, it is the same as disposable spacecraft model. So the total cost of reusable spacecraft is
Optimization

Design Variables
Both in the disposable and reusable case, there are 2 design variables which are the structure mass of spacecraft structure M and refueling period period T .
If structure M and period T are settled, the fuel needed to add
Add
Fuel and the total mass of spacecraft total M is known. Thus, the total cost of on-orbit refueling can be calculated. 
Objective Function
The objective function is to obtain minimized cost at an optimized certain refueling period with a proper spacecraft to offer service.
min (x) sum(C )
min (x) sum(C )
Eq. 14 is the objective function of disposable spacecraft and Eq. 15 is the objective function of reusable spacecraft.
Constraints
Constraints in this optimization is that the payload ratio (fuel/structure mass) should be within a reasonable range. Generally, payload ratio is less than 1.6 and larger than 0.5. 
Where β stands for the payload ratio which is set as 1 in this paper.
Simulation Results
The life span of Optical Module is 10 years during which the disposable or reusable spacecraft will refuel the optical module. The disposable spacecraft departs from ground by rocket and returns to earth after refueling. The reusable spacecraft departs from ground at the first time and returns to space station after refueling. Since then reusable spacecraft departs from space station at every mission. Provided that the initial phase angle between space station and optical module is 130deg, the reusable spacecraft applies 4 impulses to accomplish rendezvous with optical module and applies 4 impulses to return to space station. Parameters related are set as bellow 
Disposable Spacecraft
The simulation result is shown in Table 3 . When spacecraft perform refueling mission every 3 years which means 3 refueling missions are carried out, the minimized cost is obtained. With different learning curve parameters, the optimal adding time remains unchanged and total cost will decrease with the decrease of learning curve parameter S. In Figure 3 , the left picture shows the change of total cost with different adding times and the right picture shows the distribution of cost element with different adding times. When adding period is very small which means spacecraft need to serve frequently, launch cost accounts for the largest portion of total cost and the total cost is rather high. When adding period increases which means spacecraft does not have to serve frequently, manufacture cost takes up the largest part of total cost.
Reusable Spacecraft
In order to analyze qualitatively, reusable spacecraft is designed in such 5 types: The result is shown in Table 5 and 6. Apart from high manufacture design, optimal periods are approximate to 1 year. From Table 5 and 6, it can be concluded that if adding period is long, the total mass and structure mass are more likely to be heavy. When manufacture coefficient is large, the optimal mass is more likely to be lighter and adding period tend to be shorter. When departure coefficient is large, the optimal mass is more likely to be heavier and adding period tend to be longer. When fuel coefficient changes, it has little effect on the total simulation.
As adding time increases, coordination and observation cost increase while manufacture cost decreases remarkably. Among the 5 different types, high manufacture type owns the most expensive design cost which means that manufacture element plays the most important role in all cost elements at this situation. In order to cut down unnecessary manufacture cost, the adding period cannot be too long. Because of coordination and observation cost, the adding period cannot be too short either. 
Comparison
Comparison between disposable and reusable spacecraft is shown in Figure 5 .
From Figure 5 it can be seen, optimal solution of reusable spacecraft is more likely to have a short period than disposable spacecraft's and reusable spacecraft's optimal costs whose manufacture coefficient is 1.5 and 2.0 are both less than disposable spacecraft's. However, if the manufacture coefficient is rather large which leads to the optimal cost increase sharply, the advantage of reusable spacecraft will disappear. So it can be concluded that by means of reusable spacecraft, in the context of highly developed technology, the total cost of on-orbit refueling can be cut down.
Conclusion
An optimization framework of on-orbit refueling is analyzed in this paper. In order to seek for best refueling strategy, two kinds of refueling method where OM is served by disposable spacecraft and reusable spacecraft respectively are also simulated. By means of optimization, optimal refueling period and total weight of spacecraft are obtained under the condition of minimum refueling cost.
Numerical examples have been used to testify the effectiveness of proposed optimization framework and some major conclusions are drawn. Firstly, the optimal refueling period of disposable spacecraft is longer than the refueling period of reusable spacecraft and the optimal total mass of disposable spacecraft is larger than reusable spacecraft's. Secondly, manufacture coefficient that has a close relationship with technological level plays an important role in the total cost of reusable spacecraft. When technology is highly developed, the usage of reusable spacecraft is better than disposable spacecraft because of the relatively low manufacture coefficient which decreases the manufacture cost of reusable spacecraft.
All in all, the proposed optimization framework can be applied to the preliminary cost assessment of on-orbit refueling mission. By design a reusable service spacecraft, the total cost of on-orbit refueling can be reduced.
